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The effects of this year’s low
snowpack—on flooding, landslides, water
supplies, wildfires, energy supplies and
endangered ecosystems—and the worries
that arise as we prepare for them will
tell us a lot about what to expect as the
century unfolds.

DR. LISA J. GRAUMLICH
Dean of the College of the Environment at the
University of Washington

HOMES FLOODED BY THE PILCHUCK AND THE SNOHOMISH RIVERS
IN SNOHOMISH. CLIMATE CHANGE IN OUR REGION MEANS WETTER
AND WARMER WINTERS; DECLINING SNOWPACK WILL RESULT IN
L ARGER FLOODS ON MANY OF WASHINGTON'S RIVERS.

GEORGE WHITE / PHOTOLIBR ARY / GETT Y IMAGES

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

We’ve talked in-house a lot about the “look and feel” we
want for this magazine. In creating it, our primary motivator
has been to engage you, our reader. In this second issue
of Ampersand, you’ll find stories that will provoke, inspire
and connect you to some of the issues surrounding this
place. Our home is changing, transforming at a pace we
never imagined. We need to take a look now so we can
decide how best to respond.
Ampersand is published by Forterra, an organization
committed to our quality of life in Washington state. This
publication won’t shy away from presenting a range of
opinions on the issues Forterra believes in. But what you
won’t find here are pages of marketing material; nor will
you find your usual dose of reportage. We bring together
journalists as well as artists with different perspectives
and voices in order to provide food for thought and
encourage conversation.
We invite your comments, suggestions and ideas—we’re
already brainstorming our third issue. While this issue
looks at what’s at stake, the next one will spotlight the
change-makers who are improving this place. Please send
me your thoughts and I hope you join us at our Ampersand
LIVE event on November 12.
FLOR ANG EL A DAVIL A , EDITOR
FDAVIL A@FORTERR A .ORG
FORTERR A .ORG

ABOUT THE COVER

Remember what we just said about being provocative? We chose
this photo because it made us wonder. It’s ambiguous. It also
underscores the notion of time and that’s a subject that threads
many of the stories in this issue.
Photographer David Moskowitz spent 18 months researching
wolves for his book Wolves in the Land of Salmon. While in the
North Cascades, he came across some wolf tracks, then bear
fur, then scat and finally, these remains of a black bear. The scat
confirmed wolves had been feeding off the carcass. Did they kill it?
Probably not, Moskowitz says. It’s more likely the bear (old, based
on its teeth) died from natural causes. In a single image, Moskowitz
takes us to a local landscape: One part playground for human
recreation and another, kitchen to the wild.

IN THIS ISSUE

Our Intolerable,
Heartbreaking Waste
P H OTOGRAP H Y BY C H RI S J ORDAN

Orders of Magnitude
A TIME LIN E BY ERI C SORENSEN

Eric Sorensen offers perspective about the influence
of mankind over time. Sorensen has written for
The Spokesman-Review, The Seattle Times and
Conservation Magazine. He is currently pondering

In a profoundly visceral way, local photographer Chris
Jordan shows us the environmental impact we’re having
near and far. Jordan’s work often focuses on mass
consumption and garbage. His current project is MIDWAY,
which looks at the lives and the harrowing deaths of
albatross chicks on an island way out in the Pacific.
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eternity in Pullman, where he writes about science for
Washington State University.
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It’s Time
BY GE NE DUVERNOY
P HOTO GR A P HY BY GLENN NELSON

How two walks in the city connect Gene Duvernoy to
nature—and reinforce his hope for the future of this
place. Duvernoy is president of Forterra. He’s committed

Living with Wolves,
Losing our Orcas

to the belief that in order to save the natural world, we need
to solve human problems. And by solving human problems,
we help save the natural world.

BY B RE NDA P E T E RS ON
WOL F P H OTO BY DAV I D MOS KOWI TZ

Glenn Nelson is a journalist, photographer and Web

In a pair of essays, author Brenda Peterson takes a look at

entrepreneur in Seattle who is currently developing

the vulnerable populations of two iconic species. For more

The Trail Posse (trailposse.com) to encourage diversity

on Peterson’s work: brendapetersonbooks.com.

in the outdoors.

David Moskowitz is a biologist, photographer, outdoor
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educator and the author of Wildlife of the Pacific
Northwest and Wolves in the Land of Salmon.
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Nisqually Salmon
and the Changing State
of the Wild
BY B R U CE BARCOTT
P HOTO G R A P HY BY GLENN NELSON

What does it actually mean when we regard a place as
being wild? Bainbridge Island author Bruce Barcott is a
regular contributor to National Geographic and Outside
Magazine. His latest book, Weed the People: The Future
of Legal Marijuana in America, was published in April.
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A Tale of Two Towers
BY SAM H OWE V E RH OV E K

Sam Howe Verhovek looks at development—or the lack
thereof—in two very different places. Howe Verhovek, a
former national reporter for The Los Angeles Times and
The New York Times, is the author of Jet Age: The Comet,
the 707, and the Race to Shrink the World.
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Dueling Visions for a
Green Space
BY F LO R ANGELA DAVI LA

Florangela Davila takes a look at the passion surrounding
the possibility of mountain biking in Cheasty Greenspace on
Seattle’s Beacon Hill. Davila contributes to Crosscut and KPLU.
She’s the editor of Ampersand and the producer of Ampersand
LIVE, a stage show that returns to Seattle on November 12.
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A Guide to Northwest
Wildflowers
BY KAT H E RI NE ANDE RS ON
I L LU ST RAT I ONS BY J U L I E NOTARI ANNI

Katherine Anderson shows us five local beauties.
Anderson broke ground on her Snoqualmie Valley flower
farm, Marigold and Mint, in 2008. She owns a shop of the
same name in the Melrose Market on Seattle’s Capitol Hill,
and also is co-owner of the flower shop, retail market and

One Tree, Two
Interpretations
A photographic look at the Western hemlock, as
interpreted by artists John Grade and Mark Dion.

restaurant, The London Plane, in Pioneer Square.
Julie Notarianni is an art director, graphic designer and
illustrator. She’s created award-winning visuals for The
Washington Post, The Seattle Times, Yes! Magazine,
Microsoft and the Museum of History and Industry.
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Their Favorite
“Third Place”
A DJ, a cellist, a geology professor and a poet tell us
about where they go to find community.
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Q & A with Maria Hines

For This Place
A rallying cry to stand up for this region.

BY PAULA BOCK
P HOTO GR A P H Y BY DANNY NGAN
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Paula Bock interviews the award-winning Seattle chef
about her values and food activism. Bock writes about
people, science and global issues and curates Pacific
Science Center’s health and wellness blog.

D E S I G N E D BY

Danny Ngan is a photographer specializing in creative
portraiture, events and roller derby.
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ORDERS OF

Magnitude

1.2 Billion

YEARS AGO

Dawn of sexual reproduction. According to the
fossil record, it started with the B. pubescens, a
type of alga.

BY ERIC SORENSEN
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In his landmark investigation of geology,
Annals of the Former World, John McPhee
meditated on how hard it is to comprehend
the brevity of a human lifetime against the
enormity of geologic time. Even geologists
have a hard time getting it.

252 Million

YEARS AGO

Largest of five known mass extinctions,
known as the end-Permian or The Great Dying.
Ninety-six percent of marine life and 70 percent
of terrestrial vertebrate species disappear.

“They wonder to what extent they truly
sense the passage of millions of years,”
McPhee writes. “They wonder to what
extent it is possible to absorb a set of
facts and move with them, in a sensory
manner, beyond the recording intellect
and into the abyssal eons. Primordial
inhibition may stand in the way. On the
geologic time scale, a human lifetime
is reduced to a brevity that is too
inhibiting to think about.”
Given humanity’s rising influence on the planet,
it’s worth a try.

4.54 Billion

YEARS AGO

Formation of Solar System, including Earth.

2.8 MILLION
YEARS AGO
Origin of the human genus homo.

1,014

YEARS AGO

Human population stands at 300 million.

3.9 BILLION
YEARS AGO
Possible age for earliest microbial life.

523

YEARS AGO

Europeans arrive in the Western Hemisphere.

50 YEARS AGO
U.S. scientists warn that man’s burning of
fossil fuels is increasing levels of atmospheric
carbon dioxide. Those rising levels “may be
sufficient to produce measurable and perhaps
marked changes in climate.”

405

YEARS AGO

A new era dawns as the world’s hemispheres
connect, species are exchanged between
the East and West and global trade begins
to proliferate. From here out, the human
influence on the planet is great enough to form
a stratigraphic record, an imprint on the face of
the Earth, as distinct as the previous geologic
epochs.

265

YEARS AGO

Thomas Robert Malthus, an English cleric and
scholar, proclaims the human population is
growing faster than its ability to support itself,
making famine, disease or some such “misery
or vice” inevitable.

215

YEARS AGO

Earth’s atmosphere contains 270 to 290 parts
per million of carbon dioxide.

YEARS AGO

Plug-in electric car sales in the U.S. nearly
doubles.

1
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YEARS AGO

YEARS AGO

China leads the world in investments in renewable power and fuels. New Zealand leads
in geothermal power capacity; the U.S. in biodiesel and fuel ethanol production.

2

Human population is 790 million.

217

2

YEAR AGO

In the last 500 years, 322 species of vertebrates
have gone extinct. The remaining species have
declined by 25 percent.

NOW
The new year begins with carbon dioxide
concentrations above 400 parts per million.
CO2 levels are now higher than they’ve ever
been in mankind’s history.

211 YEARS AGO
World population reaches 1 billion.

154

TO SEE AN E X TENDED TIMELINE

YEARS AGO

Irish physicist John Tyndall publishes the molecular basis for the greenhouse effect.

WITH REFERENCES GO TO
AMPERSANDNW.ORG/ TIMELINE

Two City Walks
and a Big Ask:
It’s Time
PAG E 7

BY GENE DUVERNOY

WE WALKED THE QUEENSBORO BRIDGE
about the same time Simon and Garfunkel
were bringing it boomer-generation fame.
This venerable edifice already had a pedigree
from my father’s day, with references in The
Great Gatsby to scenes in the 1936 movie My
Man Godfrey. Still, it was the '70s and a couple
of us then twentysomethings ventured onto
this 59th Street bridge “looking for fun and
feelin’ groovy.” Our predawn, post spring
crossing followed an early concert of Dan
Hicks and the Hot Licks at a small Greenwich
Village venue, Max’s Kansas City, and a late
show of Billy Joel, Bonnie Raitt and the
Temptations at The Bitter End. The Temps
were the headline and Billy and Bonnie
unknowns. It was a long time ago.

Walking from the Village to the Upper
Eastside, we made a game of finding leaves

or other signs of nature along the way. At
last we scored some points while crossing the
bridge, spotting a budding tree limb floating
down the East River. Transported by water
from the Hudson watershed, was it broken off
a tree in the Adirondack Park during a heavy
spring snow? In one of the world’s great cities,
nature was not the headline, nor the first act,
not even a street barker—until Sandy reminds
us a few decades later that it will step onto
the main stage whenever it cares to.
At a very different time of day and in a
city on the opposite coast, I cross another
bridge over another river, of sorts. An early
morning March walk from Capitol Hill to
Forterra’s downtown Seattle office, I use
the Madison Street I-5 overpass, above an
urban river or at least an urban flow. In the
foreground, drab, dirty greys; northbound

And how do we do this?
The good news is the answers are much the
same whether we’re concerned with the health
and cohesiveness of our communities or the
health and the integrity of God’s green Earth.
Doubt me? As a mind experiment, consider
housing and transit. Fairness calls for cities
and towns with quality housing at all price
points—so the teacher, the waiter or the shoe
repairer isn’t spending three hours commuting.
Fairness also calls for ample transit so those
of us who can’t afford cars—or choose not
to own one—are not cast to the side. From
the perspective of the natural world, the more
compact and more inclusive we build our cities,
the less sprawl and the greater expanse for our
natural ecosystems to provide clean air and
water undisturbed. And from the perspective of
the teacher, affordable and walkable communities
served by transit add to our quality of life.

lanes stalled-out with a frozen-solid stream
of head lights. Mid-ground, a thick fog bank
totally shrouds Beacon Hill, sinisterly dark
at bottom and benignly lighter on top. All is
muted and then—and I mean an ever-loving
then—the last 4,000 feet of glacier-wrapped
Tahoma looms over all, heedless of the puny
human settlement below. Its fall-to-yourknees brightness matched by a brilliant blue
sky with gold tinged light from the east. It sits
there as if biding time.
Ponder these two walks and connect the dots.
We pretend nature is at the outer reaches of
our cities and towns, on the periphery and
in miniature like a tree limb floating the East
River or remote and grand, like Mount Rainier.
It’s all around us—but it doesn’t need us. We
need it. And if we want to preserve it, we have
to live sustainably, or if you prefer, resiliently.

We all want the same basic things:
Communities that hang together where you
can get a job, find a home, see your kids
educated and live a life that includes a stroll
to the park with your spouse or to a Little
League game with your child. Communities
where everyone is welcome, where there is
deep social connectedness and where there
are transit options that spare us from a teeth
grinding commute.

We need to seriously
change the way we think.
But that’s only a start—it’s time to do more.
We also need to seriously respond to the
challenges that face us, from global crises
like climate change to local challenges such
as the economic vitality of our rural towns.
And we need to stop dwelling about what
was. Nostalgia is a precious waste of effort.
We need to be informed by the past, not
constricted by it.
So here’s my big ask of us all: Concede it’s
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My walk to work then—even when the
mountain is just fable behind thick cloud
cover—is no longer just a metaphor for a rash
belief that nature is on the sideline, but also
a positive slice of what I hope for from our
community. And it’s what I heard over the last
six months in my conversations at 28 dinner
tables and town halls across our region, from
Shelton to Tacoma to Snohomish to Ellensburg
when I asked, “What is it that you want from
your communities?”

time we reduce the "footprint" of our messy,
land consuming existence. We need to hold our
developers accountable, demand they build
structures that are gracious as well as livable. We
need leaders thinking about what becomes of this
region over the next 100 years—not worrying about
what becomes of them in the next election. And all
of us—we all need to commit to making thoughtful
choices.
In the pages ahead, writer Bruce Barcott makes a
point about the kind of action we need to take in
our wildlands. It's the same with our communities.
We no longer can pretend to be passive observers
or casual inhabitants. We must be forward-looking
curators of place. We need to be committed enough
to future generations to invest in this place right now.

It’s time.
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Despite all we have accomplished together since
2005, the world is changing quickly and intensely,
raising the stakes and compressing our time to act.
Let’s work together and curate the kind of community
where our children will say they were Born at the
Right Time. And there, I’m ending where I began, with
another Paul Simon song.

FOR MORE ABOUT HOW FORTERR A IS RISING TO
THE CHALLENG E , VISIT FORTERR A .ORG

NORTHBOU ND COMM UTER TR AFFIC STRE AMS PAST
DOWNTOWN SE AT TLE ON I -5 AS THE SET TING SU N
CASTS A PINK G LOW ON MOU NT R AINIER .

PHOTO BY G LENN NEL SON
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Nisqually Salmon
and the Changing State
of the Wild
BY BRUCE BARCOTT
PHOTOGRAPHY BY GLENN NELSON

As we rounded a creek bend, the stench of
wild rotting salmon hit us full in the face:
Robust and organic, packed with earthy
flavor. Like the sneaker of a teenage boy, it
carried notes of glandular eruption and decay.
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David Troutt, my guide and companion for
the day, paused to fill his lungs.
“Nothing else has that particular aroma, does
it?” he said.
The breeze shifted. The scent vanished. Troutt
hiked his leg over a downed cedar and continued
wading up Muck Creek, a Nisqually River
tributary east of Olympia. I followed, taking
care to avoid salmon nests, known as redds,
in the shallow gravel. Around us, hundreds
of pink and chinook salmon hovered, noses
upstream. They held in shaded pools, then
burst up the riffles.
If you do a little research and watch the
calendar, it’s possible to wander the banks of
nearly any river, creek or stream in the Pacific
Northwest and witness the most primal urges
of the blood-driven world come alive. I know,
I know: spawning salmon are our regional
cliché, like lobster in Maine and oil in Texas.
As symbol and metaphor, the fish has grown
banal. But not so in the flesh! It often amazes
me how few people have seen a salmon run
with their own eyes, have watched a 10pound chum writhe into a grassy riverbank,
fervent and driven, and take 10 minutes to die.
It is a transcendent moment.
Years ago, a spawned-out pink expired in
my hands on the banks of the Skagit River. I
remember the moment to this day. Not long
ago my son and I hopped a highway barrier to

see chum salmon return to Chico Creek near
Bremerton. It was like stepping into Bruegel’s
Landscape with the Fall of Icarus, with tavern
patrons, golfers and Escalade drivers going
about their business oblivious to the mythic
drama playing out around them.

“We need to toss out the
‘hands-off ’ philosophy
that has guided our
stewardship for 50 years.”
—CHRISTOPHER SOLOMON

So when the opportunity arose to see the
salmon again, I jumped at the chance. In
the autumn of 2013 I joined Troutt, natural
resources director for the Nisqually Indian
Tribe, on a salmon survey up Muck Creek. I
wanted to spend a day with Troutt watching
natural selection in action. I also wanted to
see what some might consider “unnatural”
selection. Because both were happening on
the Nisqually.
That fall about 37,000 chinook returned
to the Nisqually system alongside a record
800,000 pink salmon. Troutt kept a running
count of the chinook he spotted as we made
our way, armored in bib waders, toward the
Muck Creek headwaters. Chinook normally
don’t spawn in the creek, but a spate of rain
raised the flow and attracted the big lunkers.
“There’s a female holding in the shade over
there,” Troutt said. “Maybe considering that
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A SA L M O N FA L L S S H O R T O F IT S D E S T I N AT I O N A LO N G
T H E U P P E R S K AG IT R I V E R N E A R M A R B L E M O U N T, WA .

spot as a redd. And across the way there
you’ve got three males. The females compete
for the best habitat. And the males compete
for the females.” He turned to me. “Now you’re
watching natural selection happen.”
Of the chinook we saw, 1 in 10 was wild—that
is, born in the river. The rest were hatcheryraised. In Muck Creek, the two mixed. But
about a mile upriver on the Nisqually, the fish
were sorted at a weir, a kind of fence strung
across the river. A crew of tribal fishermen
separated wild fish from the hatchery-raised.
Hatchery fish have their adipose fins clipped
as juveniles, so they’re easy to identify. “Only
the wild chinook are allowed to continue
upriver to spawn,” Troutt explained. The idea
is to strengthen genetic ties to the unique
conditions of the Nisqually River system,
generation over generation, by not allowing
hatchery genes to dilute the breeding pool:
Unnatural selection in action.

I’ve been thinking about that day on Muck
Creek as I reflect on the changing state of the
wild. Or rather “the wild,” a concept that’s
come in for a radical rethink. Two of my fellow
Western writers, Christopher Solomon and Jon
Mooallem, recently highlighted the shifting
debate—Solomon in a controversial New York
Times op-ed piece, Mooallem in his book
Wild Ones. For decades the word has been
associated with our concept of wilderness.
In 1964 Congress passed the Wilderness
Act, a landmark law based on the idea that
the best thing humans could do for nature
was protect it and leave it alone. “We should
be guardians,” said the Act’s father, Howard
Zahniser, “not gardeners.”
Fifty years passed. Wilderness areas expanded
from 9 million to 109 million acres. Over time,
though, we realized all that protection couldn’t
stop the inexorable loss of biodiversity. Then
came the game changer: Global warming.

Climate change is forcing us to stop pretending
that we’re merely guardians. By pumping

“Wild chinook actually
went extinct in the
Nisqually in the '60s.”
—DAVID TROUTT
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centuries of carbon into the atmosphere we’ve
altered the seasons, acidified the oceans and
changed the landscape everywhere on Earth. It
turns out we’ve been gardeners all along.
“This reality has pushed respected scientists
to
advocate
what
many
wilderness
partisans past and present would consider
blasphemy...” wrote Solomon. “We need to
toss out the ‘hands-off’ philosophy that has
guided our stewardship for 50 years. We
must replace it with a more nuanced, flexible
approach—including a willingness to put our
hands on America’s wildest places more, not
less, if we’re going to help them to adapt and
thrive in the diminished future we’ve thrust
upon them.”
The idea of wild purity becomes more
problematic when you consider that the wild
Nisqually chinook passing the tribe’s weir
aren’t the river’s original stock.
“Wild chinook actually went extinct in the
Nisqually in the ‘60s,” Troutt told me. To
re-establish a native run, biologists began
transplanting Green River chinook into
Nisqually hatcheries in the late 1970s. “We
stopped importing fish from the Green
(River) in 1990 to promote local adaptation of
the hatchery stock,” he said. The Green River
flows into the notoriously polluted Duwamish
River, an EPA Superfund site. So the new
“wild” Nisqually chinook have been naturally
selected for their ability to survive the worst
industrial witch’s brew we can concoct.
“The Nisqually’s habitat is good, so slowly,
over time, we’re hoping they become more
of a Nisqually population,” said Troutt. That
is, a genetically distinct population adapted
to this river’s unique temperature, flow, food
and seasonality.
Is this meddling? Sure. But meddling happens
whether we see it or not. The Nisqually River
used to be renowned for its steelhead. Now
that run is near ruin. Young steelhead thrive

in the healthy river, but 95 percent of them
die in Puget Sound before they reach open
ocean. Pink salmon, by contrast, thrive in
part because they move quickly from river to
sea, darting past the poisons and predators
of Puget Sound like a man running through
a house on fire. By screwing up Puget Sound,
we’ve selected for pink salmon and against
steelhead. Result: 750,000 pinks now return
to the Nisqually, while fewer than 500
steelhead show up.
Maybe it’s time to temper our veneration of
terms like "wild" and "natural." When Darwin
wrote about natural selection he didn’t mean
“natural” in the sense that it occurred outside
humanity’s influence. Perhaps we need a
better term for what’s happening on the
Nisqually River. Is it unnatural? Forced? No. I
would call it "consciously guided evolution."
It’s a term that applies to our decisions in the
urban core as well as in rural spaces. When we
densify our city neighborhoods, encourage
mixed-use retail, expand our light rail network,
add bike lanes and increase parking meter
rates, we’re consciously guiding the evolution
of our city beyond automobile dependency.
When we raise the minimum wage to $15 an
hour, it’s a step to encourage the survival of
the city’s working class.
As we returned toward the confluence of
Muck Creek and the Nisqually, Troutt talked
with me about the network of life radiating
out from the fish rotting at our feet. “There
are 127 different species that depend on
salmon,” he said. “Insect and plants, deer and
bears and humans. Salmon themselves. So
to see upwards of a million fish come up the
river and reconnect with those 127 species
and make them all healthier, well, it’s kind of
amazing. All of that happens just because
one species returns home.”
Our own network of influences extends a
bit broader. There are 1.2 million known
species of life on Earth. What humans do
affects them all. For better or worse we are
both their guardians and their gardeners.
We can connect with them thoughtlessly, as
we have for centuries. Or we can encourage
the practice of consciously guided evolution
every day in the decisions we make about our
cities, our rivers and ourselves.

Our Intolerable,
Heartbreaking Waste
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS JORDAN
INTRODUCTION BY FLORANGELA DAVILA
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WA L L O F D R U M S , S E AT T L E 2 0 03 4 4 x 5 6 "

IT WAS LUSCIOUS, BRILLIANT, sometimes unexpected color that

initially attracted photographic artist Chris Jordan. How moss hung
from old pipes in some alleyway. Or the way downtown Seattle’s neon
reflected in a puddle, post-rain.
“Complex and beautiful color,” Jordan says. “And then I found the
equivalent of a Monet painting in giant piles of garbage.”
He turned his lens onto the mosaic of large mounds of discarded glass
bottles. Or to swirly patterns formed in the heaps of old circuit boards. He saw
sculpture in sawdust. He framed the architecture of stacks of crushed cars.
The images formed Jordan’s first project, Intolerable Beauty: Portraits
of American Mass Consumption. It was almost too pretty for an artist
intent on showing our human footprint on our world.
For his second project, Running the Numbers: An American Self-Portrait,
Jordan figures out a way to communicate statistics too unfathomable
for our brains: The number of birds that die from pesticide exposure;
the number of pieces of junk mail that is printed, shipped, delivered
and thrown out. On the Web, the work is shown as moving videos.
Live, the huge panels look like one image from far away until you get
up close and realize that the forest you’re looking at really is made
out of cigarette butts.
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CIGARET TE BUT TS , 2013 60 x 72 "
From Running the Numbers: An American
Self- Por trait (200 6 - Current)

“It tricks viewers into facing the enormity of our collective mass
consumption,” Jordan says.
Collective mass consumption, but not individual culpability, which
is what the artist communicates in his most current and most
heartbreaking work.
Midway: Message from the Gyre, takes us to Midway Atoll, a 2.4square mile island in the North Pacific where albatross chicks die
from eating plastic. Their parents mistake bits and shards of plastic
floating in the ocean for food and feed them to their young.
“The limit of the Running the Numbers series was its ability to
communicate feeling. I always had this desire to go further, to go deeper,
to show a visceral experience of our mass consumption,” he explains.
A MIDWAY documentary is in the works, its title reflecting both an
actual physical location as well as time. “We’re halfway to our own
destruction,” Jordan says. “We’re midway between our mistakes and
the unwritten potential of our future.”
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Depicts 139,000 cigarette butts, equal to the number of cigarettes that
are smoked and discarded every 15 seconds in the U.S. Cigarette butts
are the No. 1 littered item found in America’s public spaces including
parks, beaches, waterways and urban environments. This form of litter
has far-reaching impacts on the environment: Littered butts leach
numerous toxic chemicals and carcinogens, contaminate water sources
and poison wildlife. The filters are made of cellulose acetate, a type of
plastic that does not biodegrade.
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LEF T
MIDWAY: MESSAG E FROM THE GYRE
(2009 – CU RRENT )

From Intolerable Beauty: Por traits of
American Mass Consumption (2003 – 2005)

PRE VIOUS PAG E
CRUSHED CARS #2 , TACOMA 2004
4 4 x 62 "

TO SEE A PRE VIEW OF MIDWAY, GO TO
AMPERSANDNW.ORG/CHRIS JORDAN

Living with Wolves,
Losing our Orcas
BY BRENDA PETERSON

“THERE NEVER REALLY WAS a Big Bad

Wolf,” my hunter father taught me. “Wolves
are all gone from these forests.” Then he
added, “But the wolf is a mighty hunter. And
wolves have tight-knit families—just like us.”
Flash forward to 1995: Standing on a hillside
in Yellowstone witnessing the Crystal Creek
wolf pack howl and play with their pups.
“They’re the first pups born here in 70 years,”
whispered a wolf biologist with obvious pride.
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Washington is still in
the very early stages
of wolf recovery.
Every year since the reintroduction, tourism
has flourished as park visitors flock in hope of
seeing wolves. Scientists have documented
that when wolves return to their natural
habitats, they actually help restore the
ecosystem: Overgrazed trees regenerate and
there’s a dramatic increase in biodiversity.

receive radio collar alerts when wolves are
near livestock.
Pacific Wolf Coalition reports that 100,000
West Coast residents joined 1 million
citizens from across the country urging the
government to maintain federal protection
for gray wolves—even as a new bill threatens
to reverse recent wolf protection and revive
brutal wolf hunts in the West.
New research from Washington State
University reveals that traditional wolf
control tactics don’t work—killing wolves
actually increases livestock predation. It’s
counterintuitive, but researcher Rob Wielgus
discovered that killing wolves disrupts their
social structure. “If you kill the alpha male
and female, the pack fractures,” he explains.
“Instead of one breeding pair, you may have
two or three.”

Washington is still in the very early stages
of wolf recovery. Wolves are on the state’s
endangered species list; to recover they need
15 breeding pairs. Currently, there are only five
such pairs, out of 16 packs—68 wolves total. Can
Washington now manage its wolf reintroduction
more sustainably than other states?
“Washington has the best wolf management plan
in the West,” says Conservation Northwest’s
Mitchell Friedman.
“We have an historic chance to be a model
for wolf management,” explains Diane
Gallegos, Executive Director of Wolf Haven
International. She credits the collaborative
work of the Wolf Advisory Group to listen
to sportsmen, ranchers and wolf advocates
as they focus on science, education and
enlightened solutions. Ranchers are learning
non-lethal and practical tools to protect their
livestock, employing range riders (off-vehicle
herders) and not grazing sheep near known
wolf ranges. If ranchers sign a cooperative
agreement with state wildlife officials to
practice “conflict avoidance” they can

A CU RIOUS MEMB ER OF WASHINGTON ’ S LOOKOUT PACK ON
THE E AST SLOPE OF THE NORTH CASCADES .
PHOTO BY DAVID MOSKOWITZ

We can find a more sustainable and
balanced way to live with wolves, based
on science, not politics. The key is
dialogue, education and social tolerance.
As rancher, Sam Kayser, who pastures
his cows on public land near Teanaway,
explains, “I want to co-exist with wolves…
there is room for all of us out there.”

ORCAS ARE CONSIDERED the "wolves of

the sea” because they are also top predators,
have strong family bonds and an historic,
often complicated history with humans.
Imagine a many-layered big brain that has
had 6 million years to evolve—30 times
longer than humans; an oceanic mammalian
mirror of us with a sophisticated culture,
complex language, astonishing acoustic
skills, social rituals and a vast knowledge of
the waters we share.

of The Center for Whale Research in Friday
Harbor has documented many generations of
orcas. This spring, three new calves give hope
for these Southern residents, bringing their
population up to 80 after years of sharply
declining numbers.
The birth and death of every orca is crucial
to the survival of the clan. Balcomb and
other marine mammal researchers have
long advised federal authorities to set aside
critical habitat for these orca pods. But the
government has just declined to take action
to protect orca habitat, claiming that human
needs and national security come first.
Military sonar testing and bombing continue,
even in an Olympic coast whale sanctuary off
Neah Bay and La Push. There’s still a glacial
pace in tearing down the Snake River dam,
which would revitalize salmon stocks and
keep orcas from slow starvation.
Elders in any family, and across all species,
offer practical survival strategies: Where to
find food, shelter, even mates. Like humans,
orcas are the top predator in their habitat and

AN ORCA AS SPOTTED BY THE ALASK A FISHERIES
SCIENCE CENTER, NOAA FISHERIES SERVICE .
PHOTO BY DAVID ELLIFRIT

Granny, the 103-year-old orca matriarch of
the famed J, K and L family pods in Puget
Sound, is such a “mind in the waters.”
This Salish Sea elder was born in 1911, before
the Titanic struck that fateful iceberg; before
our whole world went to war—twice. Granny
swam our waters when the Wright Brothers
were just learning to fly; when Henry Ford’s
Model T cars first roared around our horsepulled wagons.
Orcas claimed our inland sea for thousands
of years before us; so it’s shocking to hear
scientists predict that Granny’s Southern
resident pods are facing extinction within
the next 100 years, maybe as soon as 2045.
A super-tanker oil spill, another lethal blast
from the Navy’s military sonar or seismic
tests or the final collapse of chinook salmon
(their dietary mainstay)—and our totemic,
but officially endangered resident orca pods,
will be gone.
Our J, K and L pods are the most studied
orcas in the world. Since 1976, Ken Balcomb

their longevity rivals our own. Studying orcas
can teach us about “staying on top of the
food chain,” writes David Neiwert in Of Orcas
and Men: What Killer Whales Can Teach Us.
“NOW, while we still have them,” concludes
Ken Balcomb, “is the time to decide
whether we want these iconic species in our
neighborhood, or not.”
May we see far beyond our own fears and
needs. May we not be the last generation to
celebrate a 100-year-old whale.
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The birth and death of
every orca is crucial to
the survival of the clan.
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A Tale of Two Towers
BY SAM HOWE VERHOVEK

If you're living anywhere within sight of
the Space Needle these days, chances are
you're complaining about growth, traffic, the
Invasion of the Amazonians and the insane
pace of construction in the Pacific Northwest's
flagship city.
One interesting data point or perhaps let’s
call it an "un-data point" about this rampant
development in the Emerald City: When my son
Gordie and his girlfriend Emma were shopping
around for an apartment recently (staggering
a bit from the sticker shock), the energetic real
estate agent showing off the digs in a Capitol Hill
building beckoned the couple to gaze out the
window at our ever-elevating skyline.
“You want to know a really cool statistic?”
the eager salesman asked. “There are more
construction cranes right now in Seattle than in
any other city in the world except Dubai!”
Fascinating, albeit patently, utterly, demonstrably,
ridiculously untrue. I know: I checked it out with
the editor-in-chief of the London-based Cranes
Today magazine, Will North. He told me: “I'd
be really surprised if it's got even a tenth as
many cranes up as say, Shanghai or Mumbai, or
any of the hundreds of new or growing cities

around the world.” (For good measure, North
added that while no one, not even he, knows for
sure which city has the most cranes, all available
data “suggests a district of Doha first, and then
a city in China I'd never heard of.”)
Gordie and Emma’s anecdote sticks in my mind
not just because it’s funny, but because it has
the perfect ring of what comedian Stephen
Colbert famously calls “truthiness.” It turns out
not remotely to be true that we lead all nonEmir-controlled cities in the great international
construction crane arms race. But, damn it, it
sure feels true!
So that’s what’s going on in Seattle. But the next
time you find yourself kvetching about giant
cranes that block the view of the iconic Needle,
just pause for a moment and consider what it’s
like to be living in a small rural town within sight
of the hulking concrete towers of the neveropened Satsop Nuclear Plant.
Satsop is an emblem of our state’s infamous
“Whoops” debacle, a truly epic fail in the history
of public utilities. Astonishingly, the Washington
Public Power Supply System, the agency with the
perfectly apt nickname creatively, if sardonically,
derived from its acronym, managed to default on

$2.25 billion worth of municipal bonds and leave
behind four unfinished massive power projects
that never produced so much as a single volt of
electricity.
Two of WPPSS’s ghostly nuclear non-reactors loom
over the small towns of Elma and Satsop, roughly
halfway between Olympia and the Pacific coast in
Grays Harbor County. They symbolize economic
stagnation and woe just as surely as the Space
Needle evokes boomtown Seattle.
Visiting what is now optimistically called the
“Satsop Business Park,” on the grounds of the
nuke plant that never fired up, I found it hard not
to contend with a sort of cognitive dissonance
about the whole enterprise.
It’s an undeniably spooky place, the huge ghostly
concrete towers never out of sight, the bright
“Where to Grow” brochure for the place boasting
of fiber, phone, water and sanitary sewer systems
“sized for a workforce of 5,000 people.” The
current actual number of people working there
falls a bit short of that target: Local officials say
it provides somewhere between 60 and 80 jobs.

Back then, the big idea was all high tech: A
nuclear power plant is nothing if not secure, in
theory anyway, so the local public development
authority was energetically pitching all the major
software manufacturers and dot-coms as the
perfect spot for call centers, data servers and
other back-office operations.
That never quite panned out, and the authority
itself basically went kaput amid much
recrimination. More recently, the business park
has been taken over by the Port of Grays Harbor,
a public agency that is promoting the place more
as an ideal locale for heavy industry as well as
emergency operations for companies and
governments that might be struck by terrorism,
earthquakes, tsunamis and any other manner of
man-made or natural disaster.
Also, given that no local agency has anywhere
near the amount of dough needed to implode the
unlovely, three-foot-thick, six-story-high towers,
the Port has instead gamely marketed a giant
eyesore as a fantastic beacon for the motion
picture industry.
“Picture this, a single filming location that offers
not one, but two unused nuclear towers, acres
of natural evergreen forests, a campus like

Happily, if a tad jarringly, that pitch has worked!
The movie Transformers: Age of Extinction had
scenes filmed at Satsop, as did a haunting short
Japanese film about the Fukushima nuclear
disaster. A video game manufacturer also paid
to use Satsop’s nukes as part of a series.
Interestingly, while a visitor cannot help but have
his eyes drawn to the giant towers perched on
the hill, to many people in town they seem to
have become all but invisible.
“Oh, I haven’t been up there in years,” said Debora
Simpson, 56, a retired mill worker in Elma, with
a hearty laugh. “I heard at one point they were
going to open a little restaurant up there, but I
don’t think it ever happened.”
Since Grays Harbor County is routinely plagued
by some of the highest unemployment rates in
the state (10.8 percent in the most recent monthly
count, compared to 6.8 percent statewide and
4.9 percent in King County), local residents say
they would love to see the business park take off.
Few expect it to work out that way, so if you’re
a Seattleite complaining about growth and
congestion, just remember that if you happened
to be a Satsopite, barely two hours away, you
would have almost precisely the opposite lament.
You would be thinking that you should be so
lucky as to have the hassles generated by the
kinds of well-paying, tax base-enhancing jobs
that companies like Amazon or Microsoft bring
to a not-always-grateful public in Seattle.
One state, two communities and two very
different sets of problems. Seattle complains;
Satsop hopes.
“There is optimism,” Kayla Dunlap, a Grays Harbor
Port spokesperson, says of what is now the eerily
empty business park. “We have a good story to
tell. We think there are good things to come.
Someday, we think, this will be providing a lot
of jobs for a lot of people in Grays Harbor County.”
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And yet I was somehow taken by the optimism,
or at least the perseverance, that nonetheless
pervades the place and has so for years—the
game attempts by local governments to “market
their nuclear lemon as job-creating lemonade,”
as reporter Jessica Kowal put it in The New York
Times nearly a decade ago.

business park and office space for production
crew activities—picture Satsop Business Park as
the new Hollywood sweetheart,” another Port
brochure notes, describing the plant as a “truly
unique visual asset.” It also emphasizes the not
inconsiderable benefit of getting realistic life-size
nuclear reactors for your film backdrop without
any pesky worry about actual radioactivity.
There never has been any such thing there, since
the plant never actually operated.

In South Seattle, Dueling
Visions for a Green Space
BY FLORANGELA DAVILA
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Her parents were Chicago transplants who
were raising a family in Spokane. Linda
Jensen remembers a childhood that included
going down to the state park. Pine forest and
coursing water and her parents saying how
great it was to just sit there and be.
That probably was when she first became so
fond of nature, Jensen says. She’s 66 now. She
works as a social worker for the state. She has
a Lab/Chow/Chesapeake retriever mix named
Barkley. And every morning she leashes him
up, slips on some UGGs and heads out for a
30-minute walk into the woods.
If she’s not problem-solving one of her cases
from work, she’s listening to the birds. Northern
flicker or Stellar’s jay or one of the others she
doesn’t know by name. She spots squirrels.
She sees shrubs outfitted with new leaves.
She smells the fragrances from the flowers.
“Depending on what’s blooming,” she says.
“Sometimes it smells like wet dew. Very fresh.”
“I always tell people I live in the middle of the
woods in the middle of the city.”
And those woods, she adds, take the edge off
urban life.
Jensen lives on the east side of Seattle’s Beacon
Hill, right by a boulevard named in honor of E.C.
Cheasty, a former police commissioner and
city parks board member. Cheasty Boulevard
was designed by the Olmstead Brothers, the
architects who, in the early 1900s, mapped out
and created an entire greenbelt for the city. For
motorists, Cheasty Boulevard offers a windier
and more scenic route to get off Beacon Hill
and down into Rainier Valley. For walkers, it
provides a trail that borders a long, skinny
43-acre parcel of land known as the Cheasty
Greenspace.
The green space stretches 1 1/2 miles, northsouth, and is part of Seattle’s urban forest. If
you look up, you can see bigleaf maple, red

alder or black cottonwood. If you look down,
you’ll find an assortment of native understory–
hazelnut, snowberry, low Oregon grape—
along with invasive English ivy and Himalayan
blackberry and, once in a while, even worse. I
went walking once with Jensen and some of her
neighbors and we came across what appeared
to be the remains of a dog, the skull and a leg
bone peeking out from what looked to be an
old sleeping bag. We figured the animal had
been dumped by someone on the boulevard.
Cheasty Greenspace features three riparian
corridors and assorted wetlands, according
to a 2003 vegetation management plan. It
has “notable wildlife value,” with much of
that value lying in what’s rarely found in an
urban landscape but what can be found here:
Forested interior habitat that’s intact.
But the plan also notes how Cheasty holds
numerous dumpsites, encampments and social
trails. Social trails, in spite of how friendly they
sound, are trails made by foot or bicycle traffic
that weren’t officially planned. These trails
might offer up access or convenience, but
they also might encourage trampling and/or
the destruction of sensitive terrain.
Over the years, Seattle Parks, EarthCorps and
others have taken stabs to restore the forest
here. But the most dramatic change to Cheasty—
turning a part of it into something inviting and
tranquil—arrived in 2008, after Mary and Joel
DeJong moved into the neighborhood, took a
look at a choking-with-invasives mess and saw
heaps of potential. The couple joined forces
with another neighbor and they managed to
rally a whole host of volunteers who whacked
down ivy and planted natives and sculpted
walking trails in a 10-acre parcel. “Reclaim,
Restore, Reimagine, Reconnect” was their
mantra. And it’s now also the mantra embraced
by dozens of other neighbors and community
members who want to transform the place
even more.

And this is when the story about an
undeveloped slice of South Seattle gets
complicated and controversial, tangled up in
the passionate idealism of how best to maintain
open space.
On one side are those who want to restore the
forest by putting in a mountain-bike trail here,
a first-of-its-kind project in any Seattle park.
The single-track dirt trail, as proposed earlier
this year, would loop a perimeter route and run
somewhat parallel to a proposed pedestrianonly trail. Trail building would go hand-in-hand,
bike supporters say, with continued forest
restoration efforts.

Both sides argue that
their vision could
engage youth, especially
underserved youth
in this racially and
economically diverse
part of the city.

“Give a kid a bike and put them in the forest,”
says Joel DeJong about creating more access
to the woods and more opportunities for local
children to play.
But on the other side are those who want
to keep mountain bikes out. Foot traffic
exclusively, these folks argue, is the only way
to preserve the special quality of this place.
“Nature is very important and very precious in an
urban setting,” says Jensen, the dedicated walker.

On a Saturday morning in March, I watched
about two dozen volunteers—pro-mountain
bike trail folk—under the towering trees at
Cheasty. While a couple of boys played in
a small hole—what they were calling “The
Cave”—and were yelling things like, “Ships
ahoy!” the adults collected garbage, hacked
at blackberry and built a type of compost boat.
The three-hour work party brought together an
immigration lawyer, an IT guy, a construction
project engineer and a 26-year-old commercial
real estate analyst named Carson Bowlin.
Bowlin shares a house nearby with three other
twentysomethings. He lives close enough that
he can run to the green space when he wants
the exercise. He started coming to the Cheasty
work parties after reading about the volunteer
group and its vision for a mountain-bike trail.
And he bought into the vision so deeply that
he’s since become a volunteer forest steward
so he can also lead work parties here.
He’s more of a climber and a skier than a
mountain biker. But he daydreams about getting
to ride in a neighborhood that’s now home.
“It’s an amazing feeling when you’re pumping
on a dirt track. Your senses are on point. You
definitely feel alive,” Bowlin says. “In an urban
setting, where there’s a lot of density, there’s
something unique about being able to look
around and all you see is the forest.”

“Every time people see a big green area they
see a big empty space to take over,” says Ed
Newbold, a wildlife artist who lives nearby.
“We don’t see this as unused space,” adds Kathy
Columbo, another neighbor and a new Cheasty
forest steward volunteer. “We see this as space
being used for nature.”

Editor’s note: Forterra partners with the City of
Seattle to support the Green Seattle Partnership,
which coordinates forest stewards and volunteers
to restore local forested parks. Forterra believes

Both sides argue that their vision could engage
youth, especially underserved youth in this
racially and economically diverse part of the
city. Cheasty Greenspace borders the Rainier
Vista housing complex. And don’t kids in this
part of town, both sides insist, deserve access
to the woods?

cities thrive when there are healthy forested parks
with access for all.

WHAT ARE YOU R THOUG HTS? SHARE YOU R
COMMENTS AT AMPERSANDNW.ORG/CHE AST Y
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“This is a piece of wilderness in the city that has
potential,” says Sara Nachtigal, a hiker and a
mountain biker who has joined volunteer work
parties at Cheasty for the past two years.

In the middle of the debate sit city officials
fielding
comments,
studying
petitions,
evaluating design criteria and reviewing
geotechnical analyses. They weigh human
activity and its impact against wildlife habitat
while also considering how to grow the corps
of park volunteers who are critical to forest
restoration. They consider which side has a
louder or a more reasonable or a more popular
or a more focused rationale even though both
sides are made up of neighbors who already
feel deep ownership of this place.

Tree,
TWO Interpretations
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ONE

BY FLORANGELA DAVILA

EARLIER THIS YEAR,
TWO DIFFERENT BUILDINGS IN
SEATTLE'S URBAN CORE

offered visitors a close-up view of a massive Western
hemlock. The hemlock is our state tree and, ordinarily,
isn’t that hard to find. But there it was, looking
anything but usual: Sculpted out of small wood
blocks, forming a giant tubular basket suspended in
the air; or, looking like Sleeping Beauty, veiled in lush,
mossy and occasionally creeping cover, outstretched
in regenerative repose.
Mark Dion’s Neukom Vivarium has been housed at
Seattle Art Museum’s Olympic Sculpture Park since
2007. It is a permanent but always evolving artwork, a
150-year-old hemlock retrieved after falling during a winter
storm out in the Duwamish/Green River watershed. The
tree now is a 60-foot nurse log, slowly decomposing
as it nourishes new plants and critters in a speciallydesigned greenhouse that’s meant to evoke a morgue.

Dion grew up in New England. He lives in New York.
His idea for this piece arrived when he first visited
Seattle. “No one was interested in showing me the
Calder or the Asian art museum. What everyone said
to me was, ‘Have you seen the fish ladder?!’ That gave
me a clue as to what’s important to people in Seattle—
nature as process,” he says.
That process is also central to Middle Fork, the
sculpture by John Grade that attracted all kinds
of double takes while it hung in South Lake Union’s
MadArt Space. A Seattle artist, Grade found a
140-year-old hemlock in North Bend, and he and his
team made plaster molds of its trunk and limbs.
The molds then served as the base for creating a
hollow and elaborate artwork in the gallery space;
hundreds of volunteers carefully glued together small
tiles made from salvaged old-growth cedar to build
an exact replica of the tree. The 85-foot-long artwork
was hoisted with wires to hang at eye level in the
gallery, extending an invitation to look at, under and
through the piece.

THE NEU KOM VIVARIU M TEEMS WITH LIFE INCLU DING FU NGI ,
MOSS , FERN , FLOWERS AND BUGS .
PHOTO BY G LENN NEL SON
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"This is nature as a verb. Nature as an action. Decaying
and giving new life,” the artist says.
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IT TOOK LOADS OF VOLU NTEERS AND AN ESTIMATED 10,000 HOU RS TO SCU LPT MIDDLE FORK. THE THICKNESS OF
THE SCU LPTU RE , WHICH IS 5/8THS OF AN INCH , LOOSELY MIRRORS ONE YE AR ’ S G ROW TH OF AN AC TUAL TREE .
PHOTOS BY JOHN G R ADE

“As we walk about our daily lives we don’t always take the
time to look at what’s around us,” Grade says. “That was my
mindset: Let’s recognize the tree.”
Grade chose the hemlock because it’s average. He chose
this particular tree to cast because he regarded it as having
a pretty straightforward shape. But when the sculpture
hung horizontally, that’s when Grade really could appreciate
its individual, glorious contours.
Middle Fork is scheduled to travel on exhibition but its final
destination will be where it began: Laid out at the foot of its
muse, the actual hemlock out in the watershed, where it
will moss over and slowly decompose. The fake tree will
perish in a natural setting; the real one remains enclosed
in a glass home.

TO SEE A VIDEO OF THE MAKING OF MIDDLE
FORK : AMPERSANDNW.ORG/HEMLOCK
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Maria Hines on
Food and Activism
A sit-down with the James Beard award-winning chef
INTERVIEW BY PAULA BOCK
PHOTO BY DANNY NGAN
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With faded jeans, an ocean-blue sweater and
a warm gap-toothed smile, Maria Hines looks
as if she should be hiking in the Cascades,
which just happens to be a great passion for
the pioneering chef who six years ago won
a coveted James Beard Award—the culinary
equivalent of an Oscar—for her certifiedorganic Seattle restaurant Tilth. The 42-yearold chef/owner has since opened two more
popular restaurants, Golden Beetle and
Agrodolce. A sensuous stainless-steel food
mill graces the elegant decor of the latter—
sculptural reminder that the handmade
pastas do indeed feature locally grown grains
milled in house.
Hines cooks and lives by her values. She eats
organic at home, so she dishes up organic in
her restaurants. She appreciates the bounty
of the Northwest and is acutely aware of its
vulnerability so she lends her voice, support
and culinary talent to the PCC Farmland
Trust, Super Chefs Against Superbugs, GMO
labeling and the Chef Action Network for a
strong, just and healthy food system.
Tell us about your early forays into cooking
and creativity.
Both my parents worked 16 hours a day.
(They owned their own business, a typewriter
and computer repair shop, in San Diego.) So
we ate canned vegetables, frozen vegetables,
spaghetti, pot roast. My mom taught me to
make meat loaf and macaroni and cheese from
scratch. Those were my favorites. I’ve always
loved art. I took any art class I could. Food was
the way I decided I would pursue art.
After culinary school, you cooked in kitchens
from California to New York City to France.
Why did you put down roots and establish
your restaurants here in Seattle?
All the bounty we have. All the green space.
The fisheries are managed so well. The foraged
ingredients. There’s a lot of food that’s
coming directly from the land. Washington
has five different microclimates, so you have

CHEF, IN ONE OF HER R ARE MOMENTS
AWAY FROM THE KITCHEN .

a lot of different food. The ecology is very
varied—mountains, rivers, ocean, forests, a
lot of valleys good for agriculture—all in close
proximity. The East Coast has access to food,
but it’s more abundant in the Northwest.
How did food and
intertwined in your life?

politics

become

Food has always been political for me.
Organics. Labeling. Transparency. Not having
antibiotics in animal livestock. Knowing
where food is coming from. Those are things
I’m definitely a proponent of. Living a healthy
lifestyle is also an inspiration. I eat organically
at home. If I’m going to cook for people at a
restaurant, I want them to eat the same food
I’m eating at home.
Some say organic, local, sustainable, nonGMO foods are a conceit of rich clientele—
and not relevant or affordable for the
working class and global poor. Thoughts?

After the first James Beard Foundation’s
Chef Boot Camp for Policy and Change, you
emerged as a sort of “poster chef” and
spearheaded a Seattle salon for chefs and
food advocates to heal a “broken” food
system. What’s broken?
We need more transparency in food, more
and better farmland, to get rid of antibiotics
and hormones in livestock. It’s polluting our
waterways and affecting people’s health, for
sure.
What’s at stake if nothing changes?
Disappearing farmland. Continued climate
change. Ocean acidification is already
happening. There will be food security issues
if we don’t deal with these issues. Food
shortages will happen.
Name three things we regular folks can
change in our everyday food lives to improve
our community.
1. Educate yourself. There are a lot of resources
between TED talks, food documentaries,

Are you ever unGreen? Do you have a secret
unsustainable habit/pleasure/vice you’d like
to change (or not)?
Going to have dim sum. Not knowing where
their food is procured from. When prices
are really low, it’s always a little suspect,
especially when it comes to meat and
proteins.
Your favorite Northwest foods?
Wild mushrooms; albacore tuna; salmon, of
course; huckleberries; different wild lettuces.
If you could host an intimate dinner party
and invite your personal heroes, who would
be on the guest list?
Alice Waters. Ann Cooper. Julia Child.
Alice and Ann moved the sustainable food
movement forward and Julia Child brought
French cuisine to the U.S.
What would you cook?
If I were really cooking for these people who
meant so much to me? I wouldn’t want to
do something I hadn’t done before and not
know how it’s going to turn out! So the best
from Tilth, Agrodolce and Golden Beetle;
Italian, Mediterranean and American would
be really fun. Locally grown red wheat
spaghetti, lamb kibbeh meatballs, black
cod or albacore tuna. Something chocolate,
hmmm, chocolate ganache cake.

THIS INTERVIEW HAS B EEN EDITED
AND CONDENSED.

ON OU R WEBSITE:
MARIA HINES TALKS ABOUT ROCK
CLIMBING , WHETHER SHE’ LL RU N FOR
PU B LIC OFFICE AND HER VIC TORY OVER
IRON CHEF MASAHARU MORIMOTO.
AMPERSANDNW.ORG/MARIAHINES
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I charge the same prices as my competitors
even though organic food is more expensive.
It costs more to grow. It takes more land.
It’s hard. I can’t say: If you’re low income,
you can eat organic anytime you want. The
system needs to change. That’s a legislation
issue. I’ve tried to help by securing funding
and support for Fresh Bucks (a program
that doubles the purchasing power for lowincome Seattle residents to buy fresh fruits
and vegetables at farmers markets).

Michael Pollan books. 2. Vote with your dollar.
How are you spending your money? 3. Know
where your food is coming from. Sourcing
awareness. Is it local? Sustainable?

Western Trillium
T R I L L I U M OVAT U M

The parts are in 3s: 3 green sepals, 3 white petals,
3 large ovate leaves on one solitary erect stem.
Shade-loving, usually found in the moist forest
understory.
White flower turns rosy-purplish as it ages.
Seed is dispersed by ants!
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Harbinger of spring, sometimes called “wake robin.”

How to ID Five Common
Native Wildflowers
BY KATHERINE ANDERSON
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JULIE NOTARIANNI

As a child growing up in the Pacific Northwest,
I spied native wildflowers on family hikes in
the lower Cascades, at camp in the San Juan
Islands and on visits to my uncle’s ranch in
Eastern Washington’s sagebrush country.
Now, as I go about growing flowers on my
small organic farm, Marigold and Mint, in the
Snoqualmie Valley, I sometimes take breaks
to walk in the adjacent forest, finding familiar
comfort in the flowers of the understory.
In collaboration with Bridget McNassar,
manager of the Native Plant Nursery at my
family’s Oxbow Organic Farm and Education
Center, I picked five favorites that span early
spring through late summer. There are two
from each side of the state: Western trillium and

red columbine from west of the Cascades; and
bitterroot and orange globemallow, which
are native to Eastern Washington. Common
camas makes itself at home on both sides.
As you wander through Washington’s forests,
meadows and steppes, keep your eyes trained
low to the ground. Our native wildflowers are
sometimes tiny beauties, but en masse can
put on a spectacular color show. And even
if you aren’t getting out of the city, look for
Northwestern natives in wooded city parks
and along ravines. I can’t think of a more pure
pleasure than stumbling upon a large patch
of trillium while out for a spring run.

Red Columbine

Orange Globemallow

AQUI L E G IA FO R M OSA

S P H AE RALC E A MU NROANA

Five spurred red petals; flowers nod downward with

Up to 3 feet tall; white hairs on leaves and stem

bright yellow stamens hanging out; delicate fern-like leaves.

make them appear soft and silvery.

Blooms late spring through mid-summer.

Each flower has five petals, salmon-pink to

Flowers are followed by capsules full of dark black seeds.
Grows in moist areas, open or partially shaded, from
stream banks to meadows to forest edges, from the
lowlands all the way up to high elevations.
Hummingbirds love them.

bright orange, with many flowers on each plant
reminiscent of hollyhocks.
Leaves are triangular and lobed.
Found in dry, sandy and rocky areas, often with
sagebrush, in full sun.

Bitterroot
L E WI S I A R E D IVIVA

Common Camas
C AMASS I A QUAMAS H

Small plant, just a few inches tall.
Cylindrical leaves start to wither when plant flowers.

Star-shaped 6-petaled blue-purple flowers on
a spike; bright yellow stamens; leaves are grasslike.

Flower has about 15 petals, light pink to rose in color,
quite a bit larger than the leaves.

Found in seasonally wet meadows and prairies
throughout the state; low to high elevations.

Completely disappears above ground after blooming.
Drifts of blue when they are in bloom.
Found on rocky, dry sites with thin soil.
An important food source for many Native
The fleshy taproot was a food staple for some Native

Americans; bulbs were harvested in large numbers

American tribes.

soon after flowering (not to be confused with
death camas, which is white flowered and highly
toxic, often growing in the same habitat). Eating
requires a long cooking period to become
digestible, usually steaming.
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Long bloom time, throughout the summer.

What’s Your Favorite
Third Place?
In considering work-life balance, let’s not forget the value of the “third place,” those
informal public gathering spaces we couldn’t live without. Sociologist Ray Oldenburg
coined the term and acknowledged these places as playing a critical role in a healthy,
vibrant community. Why? Because they bring us together.
SHARE YOU R FAVORITE THIRD PL ACE AT AMPERSANDNW.ORG/ THIRDPL ACE

Green Lake Park
SEATTLE

“For most of the past 20 years I’ve lived within 1
mile of Green Lake. I run it. We go 3 to 4 times a
week, rain or shine. You see kids rowing. You see
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all different generations. You see the guy who
teaches Spanish walking around.”
JOHN RICHARDS
Host, The Morning Show on KEXP

Utopia
ELLENSBURG

“A quiet coffee shop to do my crosswords, grade
papers and run into locals. I would spend my
entire Saturday morning there.”
MATT MANWELLER
WA State Representative

Tony’s Bakery and Deli
SEATTLE’S RAINIER VALLEY

THE

Black Weirdo Parties

“There's a few men who sit out front at this

“Because I find it necessary to have a space

tiny table sharing stories, drinking coffee and

where I connect with black, brown and GLBTQ

smoking. Inside, there are often customers of

folks and allies. The music is funked, beats

all different ethnicities. There's always greetings

hard and patrons, DJs and performers seem

and there's always banter. The moments are

to connect with one another in simplistic yet

small ones but even those connect us.”

deeply beautiful ways.”

JACKLYN TRAN
S ocial M e dia M anage r, B ánh M ì U nwrappe d

SOULCHILDE BLUESUN AKA OKANOMODÉ
Vocalist/Poet

Winthrop Ice Rink
WINTHROP

“You connect and catch up. A 60-year-old with
two hip replacements; a 16-year-old girl; out-oftowners who are visiting and people I know. A lot
of people will drive hours for a hockey session,
from Omak, Grand Coulee, Tonasket. The only
common thread we have is hockey.”
MIKE HILTON
Contractor

Café Racer
SEATTLE’S U-DISTRICT

“In an era of online personas and status updates,
Racer is warm and real, where people are
encouraged to be creative, to experience the
unexpected, to be their true, whole selves.”
JANET GALORE
Artist and Technologist

Seward Park
SEATTLE

Yakima River

“The trails are always packed with students,
professors and locals and I'm always learning
something from someone I meet, either about

“There’s this whole culture of saying ‘Hello.’ You
always acknowledge and greet each other and
oftentimes, a conversation starts.”
GORDON MCHENRY, JR.
President & CEO, Solid Ground

the winter we are having, or animals that have
been seen in the area. You only get that kind
of information from other people who are out
exploring the landscape.”
MEGAN K. WALSH, PHD
Assistant Professor, Department of Geography,
Central Washington University

The Pub at Third Place
SEATTLE’S RAVENNA NEIGHBORHOOD

“It’s friendly, cozy and cave-like. Local small
businesses like these are becoming more scarce.

ETG Coffee
SEATTLE’S FREMONT NEIGHBORHOOD

So it's another reason to patronize them.”
“Not much bigger than my kitchen with only
PETER STEINBRUECK
Architect

one table, two stools and three chairs. For a
freelancer it’s a lifesaver to have somewhere to
go during the day to space out over a cup of
coffee and reconnect with humanity.”
LORI GOLDSTON
Cellist
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THE

THIS PLACE IS WHO WE ARE.

YOU MAY CALL IT Washington, the Cascades, East of the

mountains, West of the mountains, the Peninsula, the Sound,
the city, town, farm, forest or any of a hundred other names.
But they’re all about this place we call home.
Whether you were born here or came here by choice, the
one thing we all have in common is our love for this place.
And right now, faced with uncertainties—population growth,
climate change, economic instability—this place needs us.
The challenges we face are urgent. But we’re bold and we’re
inventive. If any region is going to be resilient and vibrant for
generations to come, it’s ours.
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IT’S TIME TO STAND UP and be the solution—from making
small day-to-day changes in how you live to being open to
new ways of thinking and doing.
SHARE WITH US HOW YOU ’ RE TAKING AC TION —THE BIG
AND THE SMALL THINGS YOU ’ RE DOING . FOR E VERY
# FORTHISPL ACE USED, FORTERR A WILL PL ANT A TREE
TO FU RTHER G REEN OU R REGION .

#forthisplace

WE HAVE A GOAL OF PL ANTING
10,000 TREES — HELP US G ET THERE .

WHEN EVERYONE DOES A LIT TLE MORE ,
WE CAN DO A LOT.
HERE ARE SOME WAYS YOU CAN STAND UP
#FORTHISPL ACE:

VOLUNTEER
CONNECT
VOTE
DONATE
EVOLVE

GIVE BACK | COME FORWARD | STEP UP

LINK UP | REL ATE | JOIN

GIVE | CONTRIBUTE | PROVIDE

CHANGE | GO FORWARD | PROGRESS

MAKE SU RE WHAT YOU LOVE
WILL B E HERE TOMORROW.
FORTHISPL ACE .ORG
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CHOOSE | SUPPORT | SPEAK OUT
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